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1. In what follows, P is the monoid of all pXp stochastic matrices

where p is a fixed natural number. For a, a'EP, we let /3a denote the

"type" of a [l],i.e. the set of all pairs of indices (j,f) such that the ele-

ment ajj' of a is positive and we set ||a — a'|| = Max,- ^^ | oy,y< — a,',/ | •

Letting e and co be two fixed positive quantities and P(oj) be the subset

of all aEP having no positive element less than co, we intend to verify

the following partial generalization of a theorem of Wolfowitz [l].

Property. There exists a natural number v* such that any product of

more than v* matrices of P(oj) admits at least one nontrivial subproduct

a which satisfies

pa = 0a2    and      Sup  ||ffl1+B - a1+"'|| ^ e.

Our   number  v*   is   quite   extravagant   and   examples   such   as

limB_M Hos«n(:K"'*'y) wnere tne integers mt grow fast enough,

r1   l   oi fi   i   ii
2       2       O iii

x =   0    1    0      and   y =   |    §    0  ,

0    0    lj [0    0    1

indicate that little information on an infinite product of stochastic

matrices is gained when knowing that for each positive e it admits

an infinity of subproducts a ( = xmi) satisfying the relations stated in

the Property (cf.  [2]).

I am most indebted to Professor J. Wolfowitz for many suggestions

and advice which have led to the writing of this note.

2. Verification of the property. We say that two products xix2 ■ ■ ■ xn

and XiX2 • • • x„> of matrices xt, xi are ^-equivalent iff « = »' and

0Xi=(lXi for i= 1, 2, • • • , m. They are nontrivial iff w>0.

Let  q=(2p— l)p   ( = Card   (3P)   and   define   inductively   a   map
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v: N—>iVand a sequence (w0, »i, • • • , ng) of natural numbers by the

following conditions:

p(0) = l; for each reGiV, vin + l) = il+q'^)-vin).

wo = l; for each iEN, re,+i = l+re,-|-the least positive number m

such that 1—co"'"0 to the power 2m —1 is g«/20.

Remark 1. Any product of v*=vinq) matrices of Pico) admits a sub-

product a = hihi'h2h2'h3 ■ ■ ■ h2s+1h'2s+1 where

(i) all the 2s+ 1 subproducts hi are ^-equivalent products of s'

matrices of Pico) and (1— co'')'^e/20;

(ii) 0&i = 0a • 0/?i and 0a = 0a2.
Proof. Call O-sesquipower any nontrivial product and, inductively,

say that a product is a in + l)-sesquipower iff it has the form hh'h"

where h' is arbitrary and where h and h" are 0-equivalent w-sesqui-

powers.

We verify first that any product of j'(re) matrices admits at least

one w-sesquipower as a subproduct.

Indeed, it is trivial for re = 0 since p(0) = 1. If it is true for re and if

/ is a product of p(re-f-l) matrices, the definition of v implies that

/=/i/2 • • • fq iq—1 +q"(-n)) where each/,- is a product of j'(re) matrices.

Since qy(n) is precisely the number of classes of 0-equivalent product of

pin) matrices, at least two of these subproducts (say fj and /,-<) are

0-equivalent. By the induction hypothesis we have fj = gjhgj-,

fy—gj'h"gy where h and h" are 0-equivalent re-sesquipower and the

statement is verified since / admits the subproduct hh'h" where

h'=g'jfi+ifj+2 ■ ■ -fj'-igj.
In particular, if / is a product of v* matrices it admits a rea-sesqui-

power kq as a subproduct and for j = g —1, q — 2, • • • , 0; kq admits a

re;-sesquipower kj as a right subproduct. Again because of q = Card 0P,

at least two of these products (say kj' and kj) have the same type.

We can write kj<=hihih2 ■ ■ ■ h2s+1h'2s+1kj where 2s-r-2 = 2n/'-n/ and

where all the subproducts hi are 0-equivalent to kj. The conditions

(i) of the Remark are automatically satisfied because of our choice

of the subsequence in,) when we take a = hih{h2 • • • hi,+ih^,+1 and

we have 0&i =0a -0/?i since hi, kj and kj>=akj have the same image by

0. The equation 0a=0a2 follows instantly from 0kj,=[3kj = f3hi when

multiplying on the right kj>=akj by h[h2 • • • ^2s+1^+i- The remark

is verified.

Remark 2. For each given natural number re there exist a nonnegative

quantity d ^e/10 and two matrices d, d'EP that satisfy ax+n= (1 —e')-d

+e' -d' and d = dad where a = limm^0O am.

Proof. We identify the indices 1, 2, • • ■ , p with the states of the
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Markov chain defined by the matrix a and we suppose that it has r

ergodic classes Ex, E2, ■ ■ ■ , Er.

For each xEP, let

■n-x = Inf{t) G [0, l]:x = (1 - v)-%r + vxp;xr E PrPp E P]

where Pr (resp. Pp) denotes the convex closure of the set PT (resp. Pp)

of all matrices yEP having entries 0 or 1 only and at most r (resp. p)

nonzero columns. Thus, unless ttx = 1, we have 1—irx^the least

positive entry of x. Further, -!r(xx')^irx-irx' for any x, x'EP since

P = PP and PrQPpPrPp (cf. [3]).
In particular, ira<l because the relation /3a=/3a2 implies that the

type of any row of a contains at least one of the r ergodic classes.

Taking fikj>=f}kj = fkf(ikj into account, we deduce nrkj<l, hence

Tvhi<l— co"' (*=1, 2, • • • , 25+1) since each fe.-is a product of s'

matrices of P(co) that is /3-equivalent to kj.

Let us now define b = a"hih{ ■ ■ ■ h,K ; c = hs+ih',+1 ■ ■ ■ hi,+ih2s+l;

d = brcr (br, crEPr); e'=irb-T-irc—irb-Trc. Because of the submultiplica-

tive character of the map ir and (1 — w3')" ̂ e/20, we have irb,irc^e/20,

hence e'ge/10 and a1+"= (1-e') -d+e'-d' for a suitable d'EP-

Further, /3iCpV+n=j8a and P(dad)cpa because of @dCl(3a. Since d

and dad are stochastic matrices, this shows that they have at least r

characteristic roots equal to 1. To verify d = ddd we have only to

check that the dimension of the null space of d has its maximal value

p — r, since then it will follow that d and dad are two commuting

idempotent matrices having the same rank.

Consider any index i belonging to some ergodic class Er> (lgr'gr).

Since t3(brcr) QBa and since Er> is precisely the type of the ith row of a,

we see that the type of the ith row of br must be contained in the set

E'r< of the indices i' such that the type of the i'th row of cr is con-

tained in ET>. The r sets E'T> are pairwise disjoint. Thus, since br, crEPr,

on the one hand the index of any nonzero column of br belongs to

l){E'r>: lisr'^r} and, on the other hand, the type of any nonzero

column of each yEPr satisfying (3yCli3cr contains one (and only one)

of the sets £'-.
Let e'T> be the diagonal matrix such that for any j, j' = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , p,

its (j, f) entry is equal to 1 or to 0 depending upon j=j'EE'r- or not

and e' = e{ +e2 + • ■ ■ +«/• The first statement above implies that

d = bTcT = bre'cr while the second one shows that all the nonzero rows of

each matrix e'r>cT are equal, hence that the null space of e'cr has dimen-

sion at least p — r. Remark 2 is verified.

Substituting  (l—e')-d+e'-d'  for a1+n  in  the  right  member of
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ax+n — d = ax+n—ax+naax+n and recalling that ||*|| = 1 for any xEP, we

obtain

||an- _ g|| = ,'.(!(! _ t')(d _ d&d> - d'ad) + d' - e'-d'dd'\\

^ 5e' g e/2.

In view of the triangular inequality, this concludes the verification

of the Property.
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